The role of UV photolysis and molecular transport in the generation of reactive species in a tissue model with a cold atmospheric pressure plasma jet
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ABSTRACT
Cold atmospheric pressure plasma jets (plasma) operated in ambient air provide a rich source of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS), which are known to influence biological processes important in disease. In the plasma treatment of diseased tissue such as subcutaneous cancer tumors, plasma RONS need to first traverse an interface between the plasma-skin surface and second be transported to millimeter depths in order to reach deep-seated diseased cells. However, the mechanisms in the plasma generation of RONS within soft tissues are not understood. In this study, we track the plasma jet delivery of RONS into a tissue model target and we delineate two processes: through target delivery of RONS generated (primarily) in the plasma jet and in situ RONS generation by UV photolysis within the target. We demonstrate that UV photolysis promotes the rapid generation of RONS in the tissue model target’s surface after which the RONS are transported to millimeter depths via a slower molecular process. Our results imply that the flux of UV photons from plasma jets is important for delivering RONS through seemingly impenetrable barriers such as skin. The findings have implications not only in treatments of living tissues but also in the functionalization of soft hydrated biomaterials such as hydrogels and extracellular matrix derived tissue scaffolds.

The past two decades have seen the emergence of a new research field called “Plasma Medicine.” The principle of Plasma Medicine involves the direct application of electrical, non-thermal, atmospheric plasma (herein referred to as “plasma”) to living tissues for the treatment of disease. Encouraging outcomes from initial clinical trials in chronic wounds, cancers, and dermatological indications have fuelled significant worldwide optimism that plasma technologies could provide the basis for a range of major “breakthrough” medical therapies.

When operated in air, plasma generates a rich source of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) through interaction of electrons, ions, and excited state species with ambient gases. A plasma jet can entrain these RONS carrying them into the biological target. Further, the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)/UV component of plasma can potentially create RONS directly within the target. Historically, RONS have been thought to be detrimental to human health, implicated in disease, and the deterioration of physiological functions with age. But this view has been revised as awareness has grown of the necessity of RONS for the maintenance of good health. RONS participate in a plethora of cellular signalling pathways, aid in wound healing, and help the body fight against infectious diseases and cancers.

During plasma treatment of diseased tissue, RONS need to traverse major barriers within the physiological environment, including the tissue fluid, tissue, and the extracellular matrix, before finally reaching the target cell. Any explanation of the mode-of-action of plasma has to consider how the multitude of different RONS traverse the major barriers in tissue. This is very different to 2D in vitro cell culture where RONS are delivered into small volumes (typically a few hundred microliters) of media covering cells. As a starting point, experiments were developed to study the plasma delivery of RONS...
into agarose and gelatin, which were used as surrogates of tissue.29–35 These studies show that plasma delivers (more stable) RONS to millimeter depths into tissue models, potentially assisted by strong electric fields sustaining the plasma discharge,29,35–38 and at concentrations exceeding hundreds of micromoles, which would (most likely) induce significant cellular responses. Recently, it was shown that plasma jets deliver RONS through millimeter-thick (real) biological tissue both in vitro (pig muscle) and in vivo (cancer tumour embedded underneath mouse skin).39 In addition, UV photons from the plasma source could rapidly generate (‘OH) in situ to millimeter depths in water through UV photolysis.40,41 RONS are likely to be delivered through tissue by a combination of the above processes. It is imperative to understand how these processes influence RONS delivery.

In this study, we compare the roles of UV photolysis versus plasma jet delivery in the plasma jet generation of RONS in agarose, which is used as a surrogate of real biological tissue. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An argon plasma jet was aimed at a quartz cuvette filled with deionized (DI) water. Water served as a reservoir to collect the plasma-generated molecules, which were subsequently detected by UV-vis spectroscopy. Alternatively, the cuvette was filled with 0.3% agarose containing an evenly dispersed mixture of 0.3% potassium iodide (KI) and 0.5% starch (KI-starch gel), which enabled us to directly visualise RONS (without spectroscopy). The distance from the top of the water surface or KI-starch gel (the respective media in which plasma-generated molecules were monitored) to the nozzle of the quartz tube of the plasma jet assembly was fixed at 4 mm. At this distance, the plume from the plasma jet always contacted with the surface of the target. Agarose was used as a simple barrier, similar to that encountered during plasma jet treatment of any biological tissue. Agarose is ideal for this study because it is a widely adopted tissue model for biomedical research.43–46 The experiment was designed to enable the analysis of RONS delivery from direct plasma exposure of DI water [Fig. 1(b)] and from indirect plasma exposure through quartz to assess UV photolysis [Fig. 1(c)] and through agarose to assess passive transport [Fig. 1(d)].

The argon plasma jet has been described in detail elsewhere.47 Plasma was generated at a constant argon flow rate of 0.4 liters per minute (lpm) and powered with a custom-built inverter operated at 5.2 V with a frequency of 35 kHz. The discharge current-voltage waveforms recorded for the plasma jet in contact with the three targets [Figs. 1(b)–1(d)] are shown in Fig. 2(a). For all targets, every positive and negative half cycles of the discharge are characterized by single current peaks, respectively. However, the peak magnitudes of the current peaks and their positions did vary. These differences were attributed to the reduction in breakdown voltage caused by the introduction of the target materials of different thicknesses (see supplementary material S1).

Measurements of the spectral composition of the argon plasma jet in contact with the surface of DI water [Fig. 1(a)] were made by optical emission spectroscopy (OES), and the results are shown in Fig. 2(b) (see supplementary material S1 for other conditions). Emissions from the nitrogen second positive system (N2 SPS) at 316 nm, 336 nm, 357 nm, and 380 nm and the nitrogen first negative system (N2 FNS—390 to 440 nm) dominate the UV-A region (315–400 nm). These excited nitrogen molecules are produced upon collision of the electrons/argon metastables with ambient air molecules.41,42,47 Utilizing the 0–2 vibrational band of the N2 SPS (peak wavelength at 380.4 nm), we determined the gas temperature close to the surface of DI water to be $\approx 350$ K. The emissions in the UV-B (280–315 nm) region also include the N2 SPS at 296 nm and 311 nm in addition to the ‘OH at 309 nm produced through dissociation of water molecules in the surrounding humid air.48 The UV-C (200–280 nm) region consists of lower intensity emissions from the NO$^+$ band (236 nm, 247 nm, 258 nm, 283 nm, etc.). Photons detected in the plasma jet have energies in the range of 3.27–5.25 eV (380 nm–236 nm), which are higher than the energy required for the dissociation of water molecules through UV photolysis through reactions: (i) UV + H$_2$O $\rightarrow$ H$_2$O$^*$; (ii) UV + H$_2$O$^*$ $\rightarrow$ H$^+$ + OH$^*$; and (iii) OH$^*$ $\rightarrow$ ‘OH + e$^-$. Figure 2(c) shows the percentage of transmittance through the quartz plate and agarose. Transmittance through the quartz plate (at over 80%) was much higher than that for agarose, which absorbed most of the photon energy. The photon energy density (at various wavelengths) delivered per unit area to the water surface ($E_\nu$) was measured for the quartz plate experimental configuration [Fig. 1(c)] ($E_\nu$ could not be directly measured for direct plasma and through agarose exposures due to changes in the optical property of the plasma (when in close proximity to the metal housing of the optical fiber) and low optical emission signal through agarose], according to Eq. (1), where the absolute irradiance ($I$) for a particular wavelength ($\lambda$) was calculated using a deuterium halogen lamp of known output power ($C(\lambda)$):49

$$I(\lambda) = \frac{S(\lambda) - D(\lambda)}{T \times A \times d\lambda} \times C(\lambda).$$

Here, $S(\lambda)$, $D(\lambda)$, $T$, $A$, and $d\lambda$ represent the intensity of the sample spectrum, intensity of the background spectrum acquired in the dark,
The plasma was on. After switching off the plasma and gas flow at immediate and monotonic increase in the absorbance when the directly exposed to the plasma jet, it can be seen that there was an UV-vis absorbance spectra were recorded for up to 66 min. For water the first 6 min, after which the plasma and gas flow were switched off; the quartz, and agarose targets are provided insupplementary materialS2. The absorbance once again increased immediately and monotonically; but at t = 6 min, the total absorbance was only 4% of that achieved with direct plasma exposure (indicating much lower RONS concentrations in the DI water). In this configuration, RONS created in the plasma-air effluent are not delivered into the DI water (the quartz blocks delivery) and we only measure those RONS created in situ by UV photolysis of the DI water (most likely ‘OH). When the plasma and gas were switched off, the absorbance decreased to zero by t = 12 min. The ‘OH can recombine with a neighboring ‘OH forming hydrogen peroxide (H$_2$O$_2$), which is stable in DI water. Although H$_2$O$_2$ also contributes to the UV absorbance, its UV absorption cross-section is smaller than the ‘OH, which resulted in the diminishing absorbance signal. For plasma exposure through agarose, there was no change in the UV-vis absorbance, whilst the plasma was ignited, i.e., for up to t = 6 min. However, during the period after the plasma was switched off (and no longer generating RONS), the UV-vis absorbance began to increase at t = 9 min and continued to increase for the remainder of the measurement period up to t = 66 min, at which point the absorbance had easily exceeded that obtained by UV photolysis. This suggests that the RONS, initially created in the agarose by the plasma jet, migrated through the tissue model and subsequently into the DI water by slower molecular transport (as opposed to faster UV photolysis).

In the next experiments, a KI-starch gel (replacing DI water) was used to visualise both RONS delivery and in situ generation from the plasma. The principle is based upon RONS oxidising iodide ions with the starch to produce a stable, brown coloured complex (see Refs. 34, 54 and 55 and supplementary material S3 for further details). The gel was dispensed inside a cuvette, and the experiments were repeated to assess RONS delivery (into the KI starch gel) from direct plasma exposure and through the quartz and agarose targets. Figure 4 shows the cross-sections of the KI starch gel after plasma exposure. For direct plasma exposure, a “V-shaped” brown pattern is seen to a depth of 6 mm in the gel, attributed to the combined effect from plasma jet delivery and in situ generation of RONS. At t = 36 min, the brown area is wider and deeper at 8 mm. At t = 66 min, the brown area has filled the width of the cuvette and penetrated deeper to 11 mm. For plasma exposure through quartz, a lighter brown area (compared to

\[
E_w = I_{\lambda} \times \Delta \lambda \times \text{collection area} \times \frac{1}{\text{photodiode area}} \times \text{integration time}
\]

where $I_{\lambda}$ is the photon flux in W/m$^2$, $\Delta \lambda$ is the wavelength range in nm, the collection area is 0.12 cm$^2$, and the photodiode area is 1.0 cm$^2$. The integration time of the spectrometer was 600 ms, and the wavelength range used was 220-340 nm. For quartz, the absorbance was significantly attenuated, while for agarose, the absorbance remained constant. The absorbance began to increase for the remainder of the measurement period after the plasma was switched off (and no longer generating RONS), as shown in Fig. 2(d).
direct plasma exposure) has penetrated 1 mm subsurface immediately after plasma exposure ($t = 6$ min) and it faded over time. This result indicates that UV photolysis is limited to the uppermost surface. For plasma exposure through agarose, a light brown colored region seen immediately after treatment ($t = 6$ min) is seen to penetrate to a depth of 2 mm in the KI-starch gel after $t = 36$ min. At $t = 66$ min, the coloured area filled the width of the cuvette to a depth of 4 mm.

From the KI-starch gel experiments, it was seen that the brown coloured region (i.e., region indicating RONS) over time increased in intensity, expanded, and penetrated deeper for direct and through agarose plasma exposures (whereas for plasma exposure through quartz, the colour was limited to the surface of the gel). In direct plasma exposure, there are both shorter-lived RONS such as the •OH and longer-lived, less-reactive molecules such as H$_2$O$_2$, nitrite (NO$_2^-$) and nitrate (NO$_3^-$). These less-reactive molecules have lower oxidative potentials, e.g., the oxidative potential of H$_2$O$_2$ is 1.7 V compared to 2.8 V for the •OH. However, the less-reactive molecules contribute to the prolonged, slower oxidation of the iodide ions. In the case of plasma exposure through agarose, the highly reactive RONS were rapidly extinguished near the surface of the agarose tissue model, but the less-reactive molecules such as H$_2$O$_2$, NO$_2^-$, and NO$_3^-$ were slowly transported through the tissue model into the KI-starch gel underneath, where they oxidised the iodide ions.

We tested if 1 mM concentrations of H$_2$O$_2$, sodium nitrite (NaNO$_2$), and nitric acid (HNO$_3$) (donors of NO$_2^-$ and NO$_3^-$) can oxidise the KI-starch gel (Fig. 5). All three molecules oxidised the KI-starch gel. But their oxidation efficiency and penetration depth varied. H$_2$O$_2$ was the most efficient at oxidising the KI-starch gel, and NaNO$_2$ was the weakest. However, NaNO$_2$ penetrated deeper than the other molecules. In combination, NaNO$_2$ + HNO$_3$ or H$_2$O$_2$ + NaNO$_2$ + HNO$_3$ was more efficient at oxidising the KI-starch gel compared to any of the individual molecules. This observation was explained by the decrease in the pH of the DI water (main component in the gels) after addition of HNO$_3$ and after plasma jet exposure (supplementary material S4). The lowering of the pH by the plasma jet might facilitate peroxynitrite chemistry through the reaction: $\text{NO}_2^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 + \text{H}^+ \rightarrow \text{ONOOH} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$. Since peroxynitrite (derivative of peroxynitrous acid, ONOOH) is a potent oxidant, it would significantly enhance the oxidation of the KI-starch gel.

Our observations in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that the effect of direct plasma is much stronger than UV photolysis alone during plasma treatment. However, with the caveat that we have not been able to measure photons in the VUV region [Ar (126 nm), Ar (106 nm, 107 nm), N$_2$ and O (130 nm), etc.] as these are blocked by the quartz plate, it is possible that the stronger effect in total UV absorbance as well as color changes of the KI-starch gel in the case where the plasma directly comes into contact with the liquid surface could be attributed to the direct effect of UV/VUV exposure (which is eliminated with indirect plasma jet exposure through the quartz plate). In this case, these high energy photons would be adsorbed into the surface of any target, and the •OH generated would be initially highly localised to the surface: whilst stable RONS are transported deep into the tissue model target on a timescale of minutes. In real applications of plasmas in medicine, we cannot tailor the role of specific plasma components; all the components (electrons, ions, UVs, metastables, electric fields, etc.) will act in synergy in the delivery of the active agents into tissue. It is paramount to understand how each plasma component facilitates the delivery of the active agents (e.g., RONS) into tissue. In order to progress this research, innovative plasma jets will need to be developed such as those designed to separate photons from reactive particles.

The ability of plasma jets to generate reactive species deep within tissue opens significant opportunities for the development of medical plasma technologies for treatment of refractory indications such as chronic wounds and cancers. However, we still need to develop a much more detailed understanding of how to control the plasma delivery of RONS into tissue; and once delivered into tissue, a better understanding of their spatiotemporal concentrations (during and post
plasma treatment). This knowledge should help inform the development of more targeted plasma-based therapies for achieving better medical outcomes. Our present study aimed to address (in part) this gap in our knowledge.

See supplementary material for characteristics of the plasma jet in contact with DI water, the quartz plate, and agarose (S1), determination of the photon energy density delivered to the water surface (E0) (S2), oxidation of the KI-starch gel (S3), and pH of DI water after addition of H2O2, NaNO2, and HNO2 and after argon plasma jet exposure (S4).
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